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Abstract. The Building Information Modelling (BIM) currently contributes to deeply modify the Architecture, Construction and Engineering (AEC) industry by improving data management, task planning, and architecture design etc. Nevertheless, other technologies have also joined this revolution, with the aim of allowing experts to perform better their tasks with them than with only the BIM, particularly mixed reality (MR). However, MR applications can take very diverse forms, because of the multiple design choice possibilities: multiple data sources from the BIM (3D model, worksite monitoring, simulations...), multiple possibilities of visualisations in MR (visual effects, 4D...) and multiple MR interactions (move, write, say, grasp...). Behind MR application design choices, there is a task for which the application has been created. Yet, having BIM-based MR environments that really allow to respond to the original need and that improve task performance is a current difficulty. In this paper, we present our proposal of a methodology for going from BIM to BIM-based mixed reality environments. Our inputs are the AEC tasks which are likely to benefit from being performed in a mixed reality environment, their performance measures (efficiency and effectiveness), and BIM data. Our target is to provide BIM-based mixed reality environments that support specific AEC tasks, and to prove thanks to appropriate indicators that the task performance has improved in MR compared to traditional methods. Thus, we present here the results from our first case studies and their impact on the methodology evolution. Finally, our ongoing and future works are discussed in the last sections.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Context

The Architecture, Construction and Engineering (AEC) industry is a sector which has changed in the last decades, particularly with the Building Information
Modelling (BIM), a new concept or methodology. This relies on centralising all the construction project data, and updating them during the whole life-cycle of the building. Data can be interdisciplinary models (2D and 3D), costs, supplier contracts, and a building life-cycle is composed of five main phases [1]: the preconception phase, the design phase, the construction phase, the operation, and the maintenance. For all phases, the BIM can help, and for that, many BIM tools are used, each one having its own purpose, from energy analysis to health and safety management. Nonetheless, other technologies can also help and be complementary with BIM technology, such as machine learning tools [2], or sensor technologies and the Internet of Things [3]. In our current research project, we focus on mixed reality (MR), which allows to create virtual environments. These can be made from data coming from reality, from virtual modelling, or from both. This is usually called the virtuality-reality continuum [4] ; the term mixed reality encompasses both the concept of augmented reality [4] and virtual reality [4]. Thus, in a MR application, data can come from multiple sources ; in the AEC field, it can be 3D models from a BIM authoring software [5] (virtual), or videos from drones (real). Additionally, the visualisations chosen to show these data, and the interactions provided to the users can also be multiple. Thus, design choices are bountiful when creating MR applications for AEC purposes.

1.2 Problem

The BIM methodology and the BIM tools allow the AEC industry to improve the construction process, regardless of the phase, the involved stakeholders or the performed tasks [6][7]. However, for some tasks, human expertise is and will still be mandatory, no matter the help that the BIM tools can supply ; in these cases, BIM tools and data could be used either as inputs, or as automated approximated results, to facilitate decision-making. Additionally, as shown in the literature, other technologies could be linked to BIM to enhance human expertise, such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) [8], or mixed reality [9][10]. In these two last studies, the authors justified the added-value of MR by measuring the performance of the experts with their application when performing and comparing it with the results using traditional methods. Here the measures are duration, number of correct answers [9] and time, errors, interaction accuracy, subjective questions about collaboration effectiveness [10].

Thus, according to this current state, some may wonder how MR should be used in a BIM context and how to evaluate its added-value. Based on these two questions, we seek for a methodology for designing MR applications in an "AEC-BIM context", and to ensure valuable implementations. For that, we also ask for using measures to both estimate the added-value of mixed reality (in terms of efficiency and effectiveness) and also to improve continuously this methodology.

2 Methodology

In this research project, we propose a methodology for obtaining MR design choices through an analysis of the AEC tasks for which a BIM-based MR ap-
plication is developed. Then, we propose to apply it on case studies, resulting in building MR applications prototypes. Finally, we propose to conduct experiments in these MR environments measuring task performance to evaluate and compare them to traditional tools, in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. With these applications, we aim to help to tackle current gaps in civil engineering.

In this paper, we want first to present our methodology. As our BIM-based MR applications aim allow one or several kinds of stakeholders of an AEC project to better complete a specific task, our methodology relies on different taxonomies about tasks present in the literature: taxonomies of AEC tasks [11], taxonomies of generic task [11][12], and taxonomies of tasks in mixed reality [12][13][15][16]. Figure1 presents our methodology steps: first, our idea is to go from a field-specific naming (sometimes very close to the AEC jargon), to a generic naming, thanks to the abstraction and decomposition of AEC tasks into generic simplest subtasks. Then, these subtasks (WHY) can drive design choices for the applications, helping to make decisions about 1) the content/data (WHAT), and 2) the idioms (HOW) - a set of idioms can be defined as distinct approaches for creating or manipulating visual representations, i.e. the interactions (how to perform) and the visualisation (how to represent). Finally, MR applications are built based on these WHAT and HOW, and we measure the quality of the applications, and of the methodology itself, to repeat and improve this methodology.

Fig. 1. Our methodology for building effective and efficient BIM-based mixed reality environments, according to the AEC tasks

3 Results from preliminary case studies

As preliminary work, we built and evaluated MR application prototypes, for three different case studies. Note that these studies led to three scientific publications [19][20][21]. Then, usability and efficiency measures applied in each experiment helped us to build, correct, and formalise incrementally our methodology, resulting in what is explained in this paper (Figure 1). In this section, we present these cases studies and their MR applications.
3.1 Architecture design review of a nursery

Our first case study (Figure 2) was about a nursery construction project, where the architect and future final users wanted to review the architectural design according to the future usages (WHY). If we would have used task abstraction and decomposition, we would have had as subtasks: navigate in architectural model, check light exposition, confirm design, and check building usability for future operation. In this study [19], we wrote a previous version of our methodology, wondering which BIM data would be useful, how it should be shown, and how to perform in this environment. The data (WHAT) used were sun simulations and the architectural BIM model, interactions (HOW) were navigation by teleportation, and visualisation was realistic (shadows). However, some interactions were missing (annotate), and measures were not taken neither to compare performance (time, number of annotations), nor for improving our methodology.

Fig. 2. Architecture design of the nursery in our virtual reality application [19]

3.2 Construction supervision from BIM models and drone videos

Our second case study [20] focused on improving construction supervision, which is necessary to ensure planning enforcement, by allowing off-site supervision and comparisons between as-built (from drone videos) and as-planned design (from BIM models). Thanks to superimposition in MR (Figure 3, b) and c)), inspectors could estimate differences to make their report and enrich the BIM model.

Fig. 3. From left to right: a) video of the building from a drone, b) MR visualisation: superimposition of the video and the BIM model c) MR interaction: annotations [20]
We understood with this study that design choices were driven by the AEC task: real and virtual data were necessary (WHAT), navigation by points of interest was very useful to focus only on the new elements at T time (HOW-interactions), and superimposition with transparency was mandatory to see differences (HOW-visualisation). In this study, measures for evaluating the methodology were taken (positive feedback) but comparative measures missed.

4 Ongoing and future work

Thanks to our methodology, we have seen that we can more easily build MR prototypes; thus, in this research project, we propose to focus on two challenges: 1) the design clash analysis and 2) the dynamic hazard identification, both identified as gaps in the civil engineering literature [17][18].

4.1 Ongoing work: BIM design coordination, clash analysis

BIM models coordination is mandatory since experts usually made their design independently and then fusion them, resulting in an interdisciplinary model. Thus, design clashes are common, but they can be detected automatically by current BIM tools. However, clash resolution still requires human expertise. In this third case study [21], by applying our methodology, it is possible to receive design choices, such as discrimination colours between discipline (HOW – visualisation), free movements and annotation positioning (HOW – interactions). Figure 4 shows our MR application following them.

![Fig. 4. From left to right: clashes examples; annotations in MR: narrows, spheres [21]](image)

Our priority now is to implement ways to measure (and compare) both task performance and methodology accuracy. A preliminary experiment tended to indicate that experts solved the design clashes faster (measure: time) and better (measure: grade solution) with our MR application rather than using current computer screen tools. Nonetheless, the application must still be improved and the experiment repeated with more experts to get more conclusive results.

4.2 Future work: hazard identification

Our future case study is about the hazard identification task performed by safety inspectors (specialised civil engineers). If we apply abstraction and decomposition as explained in our methodology, this task is composed by substasks such
as observing the hazardous zones, analysing the hazards, and estimating their probability, severity and size. Thus, task performance could be measured using indicators such as the time spent to identify the hazards, and the number of (correct) hazards detected, and compare with the results with current tools. According to the subtasks, two or three inputs for the application (WHAT) are required: the design model of the construction, the 4D BIM simulation (over time), and if possible automated hazard partial detection. Expected results are that, with our tool, it will take less time and more hazards will be identified.

5 Conclusion

The BIM allows to improve the construction process through data centralisation and computational power for simulations. Mixed reality can also help by improving task performance; nonetheless, a MR tool is usually created to perform one task. Thus, AEC tasks must be understood for a great integration in a MR environment, and this environment must be created accordingly. That is why we proposed a methodology where AEC tasks are abstracted and decomposed into subtasks, which are implementable in MR, and which induce MR design choices. Given this method, we proposed to apply it on two different cases to try to tackle the challenges they presented: design clash analysis and hazard identification. As future line of research work, we propose to build these two MR applications, according to the design choices coming from our methodology, and to evaluate and compare task performance using them or traditional tools.
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